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Abstract
Despite the prominence of thresholds in theories of distributive justice, there is no general account of what sort of role is played by the idea of a threshold within such theories. This has allowed an ongoing lack of clarity and misunderstanding around views that employ thresholds. In this article, I develop an account of the concept of thresholds in distributive justice. I argue that this concept contains three elements, which threshold views deploy when ranking possible distributions. These elements are (i) the level of the threshold, (ii) what constitutes the value of the threshold, and (iii) how benefits above and below the threshold must be allocated. I highlight three contributions that this particular account of thresholds makes: it clarifies the nature of the shift that occurs at the threshold; it resolves a common misunderstanding about headcount principles; and it shows how the arbitrariness objection can be met.

1. Introduction
Many theories of distributive justice deploy thresholds. Some of these theories say that people should have enough of certain goods – enough to be free from deprivation, for example, or enough to achieve some higher standard of living.1 Other theories say that people should not have too much of certain goods, such as income and capital.2 As I write this, for example, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos is worth $192 billion. Meanwhile, hundreds of millions of people are living in extreme poverty. Threshold concepts such as deficiency and excess can help explain and evaluate what is wrong with this situation and how we should act in light of it.
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Despite the prominence of thresholds in distributive justice, there is no general account of ‘thresholds’ as such. My aim in this article is to propose a precise and comprehensive account of distributive thresholds and to offer the conceptual vocabulary to aid ongoing debates about views that deploy them. Such an account provides important insights into current debates on distributive justice. It clarifies ongoing misunderstandings around views that deploy thresholds and defends threshold views against common objections.

To illustrate, one common classification of theories of distributive justice distinguishes between egalitarianism, prioritarianism, and sufficientarianism, and renders sufficientarianism in particular to be a threshold view. Yet this neglects the fact that most specifications of egalitarianism and prioritarianism also rely on thresholds, for example because they support some sort of social minimum. Furthermore, the lack of a unifying formal account of thresholds obscures what renders a threshold distinct from other sorts of devices such as weightings or deontic constraints. This has given rise to widespread misunderstandings of principles that are often associated with thresholds, such as the role that lexical priority and headcounting should play in threshold views. Subsequently, without a clear understanding of thresholds, prominent but defeasible objections to thresholds, such as the objection that thresholds are arbitrary, resurface wherever thresholds are deployed. In light of all this, it is crucial to have a comprehensive account of thresholds to help us better understand some of the key issues in current debates about thresholds in distributive justice.

This article is structured as follows. In §2, I introduce threshold views in distributive justice. In §3, I distinguish between three elements of the concept of a threshold, namely the level of the threshold (§3.1), what constitutes the value of the threshold (§3.2), and how benefits above and below the threshold must be allocated (§3.3). In the subsequent sections, I highlight three contributions of this account of thresholds: it clarifies the nature of the shift that occurs at the threshold (§4); it resolves a common misunderstanding about headcount principles and shows why, contrary to a received wisdom about such principles, sufficientarians should endorse headcounting (§5); and it shows how the arbitrariness objection can be met (§6). In §7, I conclude by setting out the implications for threshold views in distributive justice.
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5See §5.

6See §6.
2. Threshold views in distributive justice

Theories of distributive justice specify what a just allocation of distributable goods, such as welfare, resources, or capabilities, requires. Such theories are threshold views if they posit a threshold in specifying this. Thresholds are crucial for understanding many debates in distributive justice, ranging from those about abstract distributive patterns to those about applied debates in the contexts of healthcare, education, and climate ethics.

Stuart White gives an insightful example of a claim that illustrates the pervasiveness of thresholds in distributive justice: ‘People should not be allowed to starve in the streets.’ This claim suggests that people should have access to at least some minimum standard of living, which means that some threshold should be met. This commitment to a threshold is part of influential specifications of egalitarianism, prioritarianism, utilitarianism, libertarianism, and relational egalitarianism, among other views.
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7Where I am agnostic between different metrics (or ‘currencies’) of distributive justice, I will use the term ‘distributable good’ or ‘good’. This generic term is intended to capture all possible metrics and proxies for that metric.


Conversely, some philosophers defend thresholds that signal excess rather than deficiency. According to Ingrid Robeyns, for example, the fact that many people are deprived of basic needs supports limitarianism, which is the view that people should not have more than a certain amount of wealth.11 Other examples of distributive limits are limits on the usage of ecological resources.12 For example, Breena Holland argues in favour of ‘capability ceilings’13 which limit the amount of resources that can be used to secure and promote capabilities and functionings.

Hence, if all theories of distributive justice that deploy thresholds are threshold views, this label applies to many distributive theories. To facilitate the discussion about the conceptual structure of such views, some terminology is needed (see Figure 1A). Threshold views say that there is a *continuum* of levels of a distributable good. Each specific *level* on that continuum signals how much someone has of that distributable good. What characterizes threshold views is that they define a *threshold* on such a continuum, which can be defined in absolute or relative terms.14 This threshold demarcates two *ranges* of levels. The first range contains the level of the threshold itself and all levels above the threshold (see range+). The second range contains all levels below the threshold (see range−).

Threshold views can deploy a single threshold or multiple thresholds.15 Threshold views with multiple thresholds can be *vertical* or *horizontal*.16 Vertical threshold views define three or more ranges on one continuum by positing two or more thresholds. To illustrate, the threshold view in Figure 1B demarcates three ranges, namely range+, which is above both thresholds, range*, which is between the thresholds, and
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12For ecological limits, see Fergus Green, Ecological Limits: Science, Justice, Policy, and the Good Life, *Philosophy Compass* (forthcoming).
14See §3.1.
range—, which is below both thresholds. Alternatively, horizontal threshold views specify a threshold for different distributable goods, essentially combining different continua and positing one or more thresholds in two or more of those continua. However, though multi-threshold views certainly merit discussion, I focus here on single-threshold views. The difference between them is that multi-threshold views posit more thresholds, and, consequently, more ranges. But everything there is to say about thresholds in multi-threshold views can be said by exploring thresholds in single-threshold views.

With the idea of a ‘threshold’, a ‘continuum’, and a ‘range’ in mind, we can define threshold views in two different ways (see Figure 2).

The threshold definition of threshold views: a threshold view defines a threshold on a continuum of some distributable good.

The range definition of threshold views: a threshold view defines different ranges on a continuum of some distributable good.

The threshold definition of threshold views and the range definition of threshold views are logically equivalent. If a view defines a threshold on a continuum, then it defines different ranges on that continuum. And conversely, if it defines different ranges on a continuum, then it defines a threshold on that continuum. What distinguishes the two definitions is which analytical commitment they foreground: a commitment to a threshold or a commitment to ranges.

In §6, I will argue that recognizing the difference between these two definitions of threshold views strengthens the case against the arbitrariness objection. But the two...
definitions are also insightful in that they tell us something about the scope of distributive theories that qualify as threshold views. Some theories of distributive justice propose an explicit threshold and are most intuitively categorized under the threshold definition of threshold views. For example, sufficientarianism holds that it is important that people secure a threshold level of some distributable good(s).\(^{19}\) Alternatively, limitarianism holds that people have too much if they exceed some wealth threshold.\(^{20}\) It is difficult to characterize these views without mentioning the threshold explicitly. In sufficientarianism, the threshold signals the level of goods people should have, and in limitarianism it signals the level of goods people should not exceed. Views which express their most central commitments in terms of ‘having enough’ and ‘having too much’, then, are therefore most naturally categorized under the threshold definition of threshold views.

Other distributive theories endorse thresholds without explicitly positing a threshold and may be more naturally categorized under the range definition of threshold views. Consider the widely shared endorsement of humanitarian reasons to benefit people. Martin Ó’Neill argues that egalitarians can base their motivation for being concerned about equality on the premise that inequality may prevent people from satisfying their basic needs. But even if this type of egalitarianism does not define an exact threshold at which basic needs are met, it does rely on the idea that there is a range on the continuum in which people do not have enough.\(^{21}\) Ó’Neill goes on to suggest that the value of such poverty alleviation ‘counts in favor of distributive equality’ not because the underlying beliefs are ‘distinctively egalitarian’ but because of ‘underlying reasons which are themselves simply humanitarian’.\(^{22}\) But this simply means that egalitarians too care about people having enough of some distributable goods. And the same is true for all other theories of distributive justice which defend such a basic needs threshold or social minimum, even if they do not specify a particular threshold.

Hence, a theory of distributive justice is a threshold view if it posits a threshold demarcating different ranges on a continuum of some distributable good. I do not distinguish between threshold views that explicitly rely on a threshold and threshold views which do not. The conceptual structure I have outlined here applies to all views which deploy thresholds. The relative weight proponents of these specific distributive theories give to the threshold is a different matter.

### 3. The concept of a threshold

With the analysis of the structure of threshold views in mind, we can now take a closer look at the thresholds such views deploy. Threshold views posit a threshold to specify what a just allocation of distributable goods requires. The concept of such a threshold comprises three elements. These elements are (i) the level of the threshold, (ii) what constitutes the value of the threshold, and (iii) how benefits between and within ranges must be allocated. Few threshold views specify each of these elements in detail. But a fully fleshed out distributive theory that draws on thresholds should specify each of
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\(^{19}\)Cf. Casal, Why Sufficiency Is Not Enough.

\(^{20}\)Cf. Robeyns, Having Too Much, p. 2; Zwarthoed, Autonomy-Based Reasons for Limitarianism.

\(^{21}\)Cf. Ó’Neill, What Should Egalitarians Believe?, p. 121; see also Rawls, Justice as Fairness, p. 131; Scanlon, The Diversity of Objections to Inequality.

them, or at least offer guidance on how they should be specified. I will discuss the different elements of the concept of a threshold in turn.

3.1 The level of the threshold
The first element of the concept of a threshold is its level. We can set the level of the threshold by specifying its exact level or by positioning specific levels on the continuum in specific ranges.

The level of the threshold shows which range each level on the continuum belongs in. Sometimes, knowing that specific levels are in specific ranges tells us everything we need to know about the level of the threshold. For instance, without agreeing on an exact poverty line, we may reach a consensus on some levels being clear cases of deprivation. Here it is not a problem if the exact level of the threshold is unclear. But we may disagree about whether higher levels still count as cases of deprivation, which makes the issue of the exact level of the threshold more important.

This relates to a broader point about the ‘exactness’ of the threshold. Some threshold views allow room for uncertainty about its exact level. A threshold view could say that the border between range+ and range− is not clearly demarcated, such that for some levels it is unclear exactly which range they are in (see Figure 3). We need additional principles to decide how levels within the overlapping range should be treated. For instance, perhaps they should be treated as though they are in the range below the threshold. Or perhaps the burden of proof is with those who regard them as being above the threshold. Alternatively, decision-makers may have to exercise their discretionary power regarding levels in the overlapping range.

Aside from defining precise or vague thresholds, we can identify at least two ways of setting the level of threshold. An absolute threshold says that the level of the threshold does not change depending on how much others have. Alternatively, a relative
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Figure 3. The level of the threshold.
threshold is determined in relation to the actual allocation of the distributable good. Consider the poverty threshold as an example, which is arguably the most widely accepted threshold in theories of distributive justice. According to absolute poverty thresholds, the poverty threshold can be set without reference to the allocation of distributable goods. An example of such a threshold is a threshold signalling necessary nutrition intake for subsistence, which is set with reference to the calories necessary for a person to stay alive but has no relation to how much others have (if my nutrition intake is too low to stay alive, this is true irrespective of your nutrition intake). Alternatively, relative poverty thresholds specify the poverty threshold by referring to how much other people have. For example, a relative poverty threshold could say that everyone in the lowest income percentile counts as being poor. Or the threshold can be set with reference to the average or median level of some distributable good, the minimum income, or some other standard.

The level of the threshold is intertwined with other elements of threshold views as theories of distributive justice. In particular, it can only be set with reference to the metric of justice, such as welfare, resources, or capabilities. The metric of justice specifies what the continuum is a continuum of (e.g. levels of welfare). In doing so, it determines what people have enough of when they reach the threshold (e.g. enough welfare), or what they have too much of when they exceed the threshold (e.g. too much welfare).

### 3.2 The value of the threshold

The second element of the concept of a threshold is what constitutes the value of the threshold, which can be intrinsic and/or instrumental. If the value of reaching some threshold cannot be solely derived from some other value(s), reaching that threshold has intrinsic value. However, if the value of reaching that threshold can be derived from some other value(s), reaching that threshold has instrumental value.

To illustrate, someone who defends a basic needs threshold as an efficient way of promoting social stability or security need not believe that it is particularly valuable for people to meet their basic needs. Instead, they believe that allowing people to do so is valuable because it promotes those other moral concerns. Others, however, may attach intrinsic value to such a threshold, for example because it indicates that people who can satisfy their basic needs can live a minimally decent life. Moreover, thresholds can have both instrumental value and intrinsic value. For instance, a basic needs threshold can be valuable both because it is good to be able to meet one’s basic needs and because allowing people to meet their basic needs promotes some other moral concern(s).

### 3.3 The allocative principles

The allocative principles are the third element of the concept of a threshold; they specify how benefits and losses (‘benefits’ for short) within and between ranges must be allocated. Consider the following distributions, assuming the level of the threshold is 10.
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Suppose we must choose between \( A \) or \( B \). Which should we choose? Threshold views specify three types of allocative principles that should be used to answer this question. First, (non-)headcount principles specify how benefits must be allocated between ranges. Second, range principles specify how benefits must be allocated within ranges. Third, priority rules specify how benefits must be allocated if there is a clash between (non-)headcount principles and range principles. I will discuss these allocative principles in turn.

### 3.3.1 Headcount principles versus non-headcount principles

The first type of allocative principle specifies how to allocate benefits between different ranges. A headcount principle says that we must maximize the number of people above or below the threshold.\(^ {24} \) Such a principle could prefer \( B \), in which only Kourtney is below the threshold, over \( A \), because in \( A \) both Kourtney and Kim are below the threshold. Headcount principles are plausible principles in specific cases. If, for example, no one below the threshold will survive some grave injury, then it may be better to perform as many life-saving operations as possible – meaning that it would be better to apply a headcount principle. A headcount principle, then, prioritizes benefiting people just because that pulls them over the threshold, but it may withhold benefits altogether from people further below the threshold if the benefit they could receive would not be enough to get them up to the threshold.

However, many people reject headcount principles. It seems unjust to maximize the number of people above or below the threshold instead of ensuring, say, that people get as close to the threshold as possible. For example, Kourtney, who is the worst-off in both distributions, is much worse-off in \( B \) than in \( A \), yet headcount principles would prefer \( B \) over \( A \) nonetheless.\(^ {25} \) Alternatively, then, threshold views can endorse a non-headcount principle, which says that we need not maximize the number of people above or below the threshold. If that is the case, the number of people on a specific side of the threshold is of limited importance compared with something like the degree to which people fall below the threshold.

Hence, most threshold views reject headcount principles and endorse non-headcount principles instead. However, in §5 I will argue that this rejection of headcount principles is too quick. Many critics of headcount principles, and all those who self-identify as sufficientarians in particular, should endorse such principles. But first we must turn to the other types of allocative principles.

### 3.3.2 Range principles

Range principles specify how distributable goods in a specific range must be allocated. Such range principles can be any of the common distributive patterns (except patterns that include a threshold). Range principles can be egalitarian, prioritarian, utilitarian, libertarian, or maximin, or specify some other patterned or non-patterned principle of distributive justice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kourtney</th>
<th>Kim</th>
<th>Khloé</th>
<th>Rob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{25}\)On the assumption that the number of people above rather than below the threshold should be maximized.
To illustrate, consider the following distributions, assuming the threshold is set at 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kourtney</th>
<th>Kim</th>
<th>Khloé</th>
<th>Rob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An egalitarian range principle above the threshold would prefer C over A because C has a more equal distribution above the threshold than A. And a deficiency-minimizing range principle below the threshold would prefer A over C because in A the total deficiency from the threshold is lowest (2 in A versus 8 in C). And there are more, almost endless, variations of possible range principles above and below the threshold.

### 3.3.3 Priority rules

Priority rules are allocative principles which offer guidance in cases where headcount principles and range principles rank distributions differently. This can be because (i) a headcount principle conflicts with one or more range principles or because (ii) different range principles conflict with each other.\(^{26}\)

Recall the following distributions, assuming the level of the threshold is 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kourtney</th>
<th>Kim</th>
<th>Khloé</th>
<th>Rob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let me give two examples of conflicting allocative principles. First, consider a threshold view which posits a headcount principle that has no preference between A and C. Let us assume that this view specifies an egalitarian range principle above the threshold and a similar egalitarian principle below the threshold. Consequently, for the range below the threshold, this view prefers A over C because A is more equal below the threshold. But for the range above the threshold, it prefers C over A because C is more equal above the threshold. Here, a priority rule must settle which range principle should have priority. Second, consider a threshold view which prefers B over the other distributions because in B most people are above the threshold. But suppose that view defends a range
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\(^{26}\)If the threshold view is a multi-threshold view, this can also be the case because a headcount principle conflicts with another headcount principle, or because different range principles and different headcount principles are in conflict with each other. For example, the first headcount principle could say that we must maximize the number of people above the first threshold, and the second headcount principle could say that we must maximize the number of people above the second threshold. But this leads to conflicts if one distribution maximizes the number of people above the first threshold but not the above second threshold and if the second distribution maximizes the number of people above the second threshold but not above the first threshold.
principle below the threshold which prefers $C$ and $A$ over $B$, because in $B$ Kourtney is worst-off. Hence, such a view ranks $B$ highest on the basis of its headcount principle, but it ranks $B$ lowest on the basis of its range principle below the threshold. In this case, then, a priority rule must establish whether the headcount principle or range principle has priority. There are two types of priority rules that can be used to settle such conflicts: lexical priority rules and weighted priority rules. A *lexical priority rule* gives absolute priority to one allocative principle over other principles. To illustrate, if a headcount principle has lexical priority over the range principle below the threshold, which, in turn, has lexical priority over the range principle above the threshold, then the theory ranks distributions by looking first at what the headcount principle prefers, and between distributions that are equal in that regard it gives priority to distributions preferred by the first range principle and then to distributions preferred by the second range principle.

Alternatively, a *weighted priority rule* states that allocative principles must be weighed against each other. There are many possible variations that can be made when assigning relative weight to each of the principles. To give one example, a threshold view could give weighted priority to a prioritarian distribution below the threshold, which gives it reason to prefer $A$ over $C$. Yet it could also hold that the inequality above the threshold in $A$ is so great that this justifies preferring $C$ over $A$, all things considered. Hence, a weighted priority rule says that we have justice-relevant reasons to prefer certain distributions over others and that we must weigh those different reasons and their respective rankings to come to an all-things-considered ranking as far as the allocative principles are concerned.

4. What happens at the threshold?

Threshold views define a threshold as demarcating ranges on a continuum of some distributable good. I have argued that the concept of a threshold that such views draw on has three elements, namely a level, a value, and allocative principles, i.e. (non-)headcount principles, range principles, and priority rules. In the following sections, I highlight three insights that this analysis of thresholds and threshold views provides, that is, insights into what happens at the threshold, into headcount principles, and into the arbitrariness objection.

The first insight concerns what it is exactly that a threshold *denotes*. One common and insightful way of specifying the role that thresholds play in distributive justice is to say that they denote a ‘shift’ or ‘discontinuity in the weight of our reasons’. This idea is developed by Liam Shields in his analysis of sufficientarianism. The analysis of thresholds in this article can deepen our understanding of what such shifts or discontinuities amount to. Aside from the fact that Shields’ analysis focuses on sufficientarianism whereas my account is broader and applies to all threshold views in distributive justice, I will argue that my analysis provides two further benefits. First, it gives a more accurate and comprehensive description of the kinds of shifts that can occur at the threshold. Second, it can more easily further debates on thresholds in non-sufficiency views.

---

Shields argues that a threshold demarcates a ‘shift in our reasons to benefit people once they have secured enough’. More precisely, Shields defines the shift thesis as follows:

The shift thesis: once people have secured enough there is a discontinuity in the rate of change of the marginal weight of our reasons to benefit them further. According to Shields, this shift or discontinuity can be explained by one of two things. First, it could result from a justice-relevant satiable reason. If a particular reason(s) for benefiting someone is sated once they secure a certain amount of goods, then once they reach that level our reasons for benefiting them change. For example, if we benefit Kourtney to lift her from poverty, then once she is no longer living in poverty, that reason for benefiting her is sated. We may still have reasons to benefit Kourtney, but those reasons cannot include the reason that she must be free from poverty. Second, the shift could result from a change in the relative weight of our reasons to benefit someone. Suppose we have two reasons to benefit someone, but the first reason has increasingly less weight the more goods they have and the second reason has the same weight no matter how many goods they have. If this is the case, the more goods someone has, the weightier the second reason becomes compared with the first reason, up to the point where the second reason has more weight than the first reason. The point at which the weight of these two reasons is the same is the point at which a shift in our reasons to benefit people occurs, and therefore is where the threshold is.

The idea of a shift or discontinuity is helpful for understanding and specifying the role that thresholds play in distributive justice, but to fully achieve this, we must qualify Shields’ analysis in light of my conceptual analysis. The first reason for having to do this is straightforward: Shields is interested in sufficientarianism and the issue of what sufficientarians should believe, whereas I am interested in the structure of threshold views in distributive justice more generally. Shields therefore excludes instrumental thresholds from his analysis, because he argues that sufficientarians should defend intrinsic thresholds. Furthermore, the shift thesis is phrased to capture thresholds which signal sufficiency and not, for example, excess. This is because it says that the discontinuity applies ‘once people have secured enough’. These differences set the analysis in this article apart from Shields’ analysis in the sense that my analysis is broader and aims to capture a wider range of views.

Yet the main contribution of the account provided in this article is not that it applies more broadly than Shields’ account but that it can deepen our understanding of the possible shifts and discontinuities that may occur at the threshold. Consider again Shields’ claim that the threshold signals a discontinuity in the weight of our reasons to benefit someone, which occurs either because a reason is sated or because of some
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29Ibid., p. 108.
31For example, Shields argues that the shift thesis should replace the more common ‘negative thesis’ as a prerequisite for a sufficientarian view. See Shields, The Prospects for Sufficientarianism.
32Cf. ibid., pp. 112–13. Some might think that instrumental thresholds are only trivial thresholds in the sense that they are only a means to promote some end rather than being intrinsically valuable. However, the structure of threshold views does not depend on whether or not the threshold is intrinsically valuable, and so there is no need to limit the scope of this analysis to either intrinsic or non-instrumental thresholds. I thank an anonymous reviewer for this point.
33Cf. ibid., pp. 112–13.
34Ibid., p. 108.
significant change in the relative weight of a reason to benefit someone once they reach the threshold. However, such discontinuity could equally well be explained by one single reason, and it need not change the relative weight of our reason to benefit someone. For example, suppose our reason for benefiting people is that we endorse a principle of equal opportunity. This, it seems to me, implies that we must be concerned with both sufficiency and equality, and it is not evident that either of them matters more from the standpoint of justice. If people have less than a threshold level of goods (e.g. if they live in extreme poverty), equal opportunity cannot be secured because people lack the resources to pursue opportunities in the first place. But likewise, equality of opportunity can only be secured if the allocation of distributable goods among those above the threshold is sufficiently equal. This is because a vastly unequal distribution means that those who have the most goods have objectionably more opportunities than others. Consequently, equality of opportunity requires that people have enough goods to pursue opportunities but also that they have sufficiently equal amounts of goods when they are above the threshold. Hence, there need not be a change in reasons to benefit someone for there to be a discontinuity in how benefits should be allocated. In this case, for example, both above and below the threshold our reason for benefiting people is the principle of equal opportunity.

What this suggests is that aside from focusing on the types of reasons that justify a shift once people reach some threshold, we should also explore the types of shifts that thresholds can denote. One possible shift is a shift in the range principle according to which benefits must be allocated. A different range principle applies below the threshold than above the threshold. Even if both range principles are egalitarian, for example, the people among whom an egalitarian distribution must be achieved is different below and above the threshold. Another possible shift is a shift in the relative weight of a benefit above or below the threshold. A threshold view that is concerned with people having enough of some distributable good attaches more relative weight to the optimal distribution below the threshold than to the optimal distribution above the threshold. And conversely, a threshold view that is concerned with people not having an excess of some good attaches more relative weight to an optimal distribution above the threshold, such as by limiting the number of people above the threshold or by limiting the total amount of goods above the threshold.

More generally, then, if the concept of a threshold comprises a level, value, and allocative principles, all possible shifts can be characterized as a combination of specifications of each of those elements. This does not tell us why a shift should occur, but it does give us the conceptual machinery to characterize each possible shift.

Let me illustrate the value of this approach with an example that starts from a debate that is internal to one specific threshold view, namely sufficientarianism, but is insightful in many other contexts. Sufficientarianism is traditionally defined as combining the positive thesis that it is intrinsically valuable to have enough and the negative thesis that once people have enough, no further distributive criteria apply. The negative thesis, then, posits a specific type of shift which combines a range principle above the threshold that is indifferent about possible distributions with a priority rule that specifies
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35 Of course, according to a very minimal account of equality of opportunity, a world in which no one has opportunities satisfies this moral ideal. Here, however, I assume a more demanding conception of equality of opportunity.

giving lexical priority to subthreshold benefits. But these priority rules and range principles can be different, resulting in different shifts that the threshold gives rise to.

To give another example, Campbell Brown argues in favour of ‘threshold prioritarianism’, which holds that we must give priority to benefiting those below some threshold and that once we cannot benefit them any further, we must turn to others and benefit them, giving priority to those who are worse-off. Hence, this type of prioritarianism combines a prioritarian range principle above some threshold and a similar range principle below that threshold, and gives lexical priority to benefits below that threshold. The benefit of this distributive view over standard prioritarianism is that it does not entail that any loss to a worse-off person, no matter how large, could be out-weighed by benefits to a group of better-off people, no matter how small, if the number of the better-off persons is large enough. However, Matthew D. Adler and Nils Holtug reject threshold prioritarianism and adopt standard prioritarianism instead because they consider it ‘counterintuitive that morality includes a threshold across which absolute priority obtains.’ Although this indeed targets the structure of Brown’s proposal, we can now see that it could easily be amended to strike a balance between both Brown’s reason for proposing a threshold and Adler and Holtug’s reason for rejecting it. For example, instead of threshold prioritarianism giving lexical priority to subthreshold benefits, it could give weighted priority to subthreshold benefits. Or instead of giving lexical priority to subthreshold benefits, it could deploy some sort of headcount principle.

Hence, the nature of the shift that occurs at the threshold can be characterized by saying that it specifies the different elements of the concept of a threshold. This account supplements Shields’ analysis of thresholds by being more comprehensive and precise in its specification of possible shifts that might occur at the threshold and by being capable of applying to all kinds of threshold views, including non-sufficientarian ones.

5. What’s wrong with headcounting?

The second insight that the analysis of thresholds provides is that we must reconsider a received wisdom about – or, according to most philosophers of distributive justice, against – headcount principles. This received wisdom, which is that headcount principles must be rejected, is especially clear in the literature on sufficientarianism, but others may reject such principles on similar grounds. I will argue that this rejection relies on a misunderstanding of the role that headcount principles play in threshold views. In fact, showing why this is a misunderstanding suggests that sufficientarians and other proponents of intrinsic thresholds should endorse headcount principles and that, at least in my view, proponents of headcount principles have not defended such principles in the strongest possible way.

37 See also Huseby, Sufficiency and the Threshold Question.
Shields’ discussion of headcount principles illustrates the received wisdom about such principles and the reasoning behind their assumed implausibility. He argues that sufficiency principles which deploy headcount principles, i.e. headcount sufficiency, ‘assess distributions solely in terms of the number of people who have secured enough in each distribution’.\(^{41}\) Shields gives the following counterexample against headcount sufficiency:

\[
\text{Consider a threshold of 100 units, where 100 units represents being very well-off and 1 unit represents being extremely badly off. A version of headcount sufficiency will hold that we should benefit the person with 99 units by 1 unit at the expense of benefiting the person with 1 unit by 98 units, but this seems to be the wrong answer. In this case it seems that we should benefit the very badly off person by 98 units.}\(^{42}\)
\]

Put differently, headcount sufficiency prefers distribution \(D\) over \(E\) where the threshold is set at 100:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kendall</th>
<th>Kylie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preferring \(D\) over \(E\) seems unjust unless the threshold is very low (see §3.3.1). If the threshold signals the point above which people are ‘very well-off’, this is not the case. Therefore, we must reject headcount sufficiency.

Shields and other critics of headcounting can hardly be blamed for this interpretation of headcount principles.\(^{43}\) Proponents of headcounting have stated their views in exactly those words, which, in my view, has led them to significantly undersell the value of headcounting in distributive justice. For example, Harry Frankfurt proposes ‘to distribute the available resources in such a way that as many people as possible have enough or, in other words, to maximize the incidence of sufficiency’.\(^{44}\) And Dale Dorsey says that ‘the state of affairs with more rather than fewer individuals obtaining the basic minimum is, no matter the arrangements below and above the minimum, [better]’.\(^{45}\) This is precisely what Shields opposes, and though I will argue that Shields’ objection does not apply to headcount principles as such, it is certainly a valid objection to these defences of headcounting.

The problem with the common refutation of headcount principles is that it relies on a misunderstanding about the role headcount principles play in threshold views. Likewise, proponents of these principles have also failed to take into account possible and, arguably, more plausible variations of headcounting in threshold views. The received wisdom is right about one thing: headcount principles say that we must maximize the number of

---

\(^{41}\)Shields, The Prospects for Sufficientarianism, p. 103.

\(^{42}\)Ibid., p. 103.

\(^{43}\)I thank an anonymous reviewer for this point.

\(^{44}\)Harry Frankfurt, Equality as a Moral Ideal, \textit{Ethics}, 98.1 (1987), 21–43 (p. 31).

people above or below the threshold. However, that does not mean, as Shields puts it, and as Frankfurt and Dale suggest, that headcount sufficiency needs to assess ‘distributions solely in terms of the number of people who have secured enough in each distribution’. This disregards the distinction between headcount principles as a type of allocative principle and headcount principles that are combined with a lexical priority rule. Put differently, it confuses headcount principles as a type of allocative principle with headcount principles that have lexical priority over other allocative principles.

Headcount principles rank distributions based on the number of people above or below the threshold. But they do not say what the relative importance of this ranking is compared with rankings proposed by other allocative principles. Hence, headcount principles give a reason in favour of specific distributions. But other allocative principles can give reasons in favour of other specific distributions. For example, headcount sufficiency can prefer $D$ over $E$ because in $D$ more people are above the threshold. However, its range principle below the threshold could prefer $E$ over $D$ because $E$ benefits the least advantaged. A headcount sufficiency view which combines such a headcount principle and such a range principle, then, includes reasons both in favour of $D$ and in favour of $E$. But it need not give priority to headcounting over other distributive concerns. The relative weight that headcount sufficiency attaches to headcounting depends on its priority rules.

Hence, a headcount principle says that we must maximize the number of people above or below the threshold. It does not say that maximizing the number of people above or below the threshold has lexical priority over other moral concerns – that would involve a combination of a headcount principle and a lexical priority rule. Rather, it says that a distribution that maximizes the number of people above or below the threshold is preferable in at least one regard to a distribution which does not do so, just as an egalitarian range principle says that an egalitarian distribution is preferable in at least one regard to an inequalitarian distribution.

Consequently, the difference between headcount sufficiency and non-headcount sufficiency is that headcount sufficiency attaches distinctive value to people reaching the threshold whereas non-headcount sufficiency does not. Headcount sufficiency says that because it is only in $D$ that Kendall has ‘enough’, $D$ is preferable to $E$ in at least one way. Conversely, non-headcount sufficiency rejects that $D$ is in any distinctive way preferable to $E$ because it is only in $D$ that Kendall reaches the threshold. Put differently, a non-headcount principle is indifferent to the fact that someone reaches the threshold, but headcount principles attach distinct value to people reaching the threshold. Contrary to the received wisdom, then, the role that headcount principles play in threshold views is providing a reason in favour of distributions which allow more people to reach the threshold rather than giving lexical priority to maximizing the number of people on a specific side of the threshold.

---

47Note that the distinction between headcount principles and non-headcount principles is different from that between instrumental thresholds and intrinsic thresholds. Instrumental thresholds can be combined with headcount principles and non-headcount principles. For instance, if the aim is to save as many lives as possible in order to win a war, we have an instrumental reason to apply a headcount principle. However, if the aim is to minimize crime, then we could posit some basic needs threshold which signals the point up to which additional benefits no longer correlate with lower levels of crime. But instead of lifting as many people as possible above that threshold, reducing crime might be better achieved by getting people as close to the threshold as possible. Here the instrumental threshold is combined with a non-headcount principle. Hence, the distinction between headcount principles and non-headcount principles is not the same as the distinction between instrumental thresholds and intrinsic thresholds.
This brings us to why sufficientarians should defend headcount principles. Sufficientarians hold that reaching the threshold is intrinsically valuable, meaning, for example, that it is intrinsically valuable not to live in deprivation, live a minimally decent life, or achieve some other threshold level of a distributable good. These things are intrinsically valuable because the value of having enough in this sense cannot be, or cannot entirely be, derived from some other value(s). But if it is intrinsically valuable to have enough, then there should be a distinctive value in someone having enough. For that reason, sufficientarians and others who defend intrinsic thresholds should defend a headcount principle. For sufficientarians, \( D \) is preferable to \( E \) in at least one way because in \( D \) Kendall has enough, and it is intrinsically valuable to have enough. Whatever reason sufficientarians have for favouring \( E \) over \( D \) – and, certainly, they may have very good reasons to rank \( E \) higher than \( D \) – that reason cannot be that it does not matter if Kendall reaches the threshold.

A different way of putting this point is by describing what sufficientarians lose by rejecting headcount principles. If they reject those principles, they can still say that it is intrinsically valuable that people reach the threshold. However, they must deny that distributions in which some people reach the threshold are preferable to distributions in which no one reaches the threshold in at least one specific sense. That, to me, seems implausible; if it is intrinsically valuable to have enough, then it is valuable if people reach the threshold.\(^{48}\)

Let me illustrate the type of sufficientarianism I have in mind here with two examples. The first is a version of headcount sufficientarianism that gives weighted but not lexical priority to headcounting. Consider the following three distributions, assuming that the threshold is set at 10:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kendall</th>
<th>Kylie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many distributive views prefer \( F \) to \( G \) and \( H \), for example because \( F \) is more equal and because it maximizes the benefits to the worst-off. However, sufficientarians can prefer \( G \) to \( F \) because in \( G \) Kendall reaches the threshold, and the value of someone reaching the threshold outweighs the loss to Kylie in this specific case. But those sufficientarians could still prefer \( F \) to \( H \), because even though Kendall reaches the threshold in \( H \) too, the value of her reaching the threshold is not enough to outweigh Kylie’s loss in that specific case.

The second example is a headcount sufficiency view that gives lexical priority to the range principle below the threshold. Such a view says that we must first rank distributions on the basis of the range principle below the threshold, and among distributions that are equal in that respect, the distribution in which most people are above the threshold is

\(^{48}\)Some proponents of headcounting might say that giving headcount principles lexical priority is attractive because it gives the greatest priority to those who are desperate. That is compatible with my analysis, as its main contribution is to show that headcount principles may but need not have lexical priority, whereas the common interpretation in the literature assumes that headcounting has lexical priority.
preferable. Both types of headcount sufficientarianism illustrate the kind of sufficientarianism I am advocating here. And if my argument is correct, sufficientarians and other proponents of intrinsic thresholds should defend a version of this view as well.

A critic could say that this defence of headcount principles does not solve the problem raised by Shields. The defence still says that justice requires benefiting the better-off below the threshold by tiny amounts instead of the worse-off by much larger amounts, if that allows the better-off to exceed the threshold. Giving weighted priority rather than lexical priority to this principle only means that it applies in one respect rather than all things considered. So one might say that instead of solving the problem, this response only limits its objectionable implications.

However, the fact that a principle is implausible as an all-things-considered principle need not render it implausible as a pro tanto principle. Proponents of headcount principles can respond to Shields’ objection by saying that it does not apply less to headcount principles that have weighted priority but that it does not apply to them at all. They can grant that giving headcount principles lexical priority is objectionable without agreeing that this shows something about the nature of headcount principles. So if Shields says that headcount sufficientarianism seems to give the ‘wrong answer’ if it says that we should ‘benefit the person with 99 units by 1 unit at the expense of benefiting the person with 1 unit by 98 units’, then this wrong answer does not result from headcounting as such but from failing to see the proper place for headcounting in threshold views. Furthermore, I have argued that sufficientarians should endorse headcount principles because they defend an intrinsic threshold. Consequently, if headcount principles should be rejected even if they apply only in one respect, then this challenges sufficientarianism in general, because all these views endorse intrinsic thresholds, not just sufficientarian views which give lexical priority to headcounting.

Hence, the received wisdom that headcount principles must be rejected rests on a misunderstanding. It mistakenly assumes that headcount principles must have lexical priority. But instead of saying that headcount principles claim that we should always maximize the number of people who secure enough, we should say that they attach distinct value to people securing enough. This is precisely the kind of thing that sufficientarians must say if they defend intrinsic thresholds. Therefore, sufficientarians should endorse headcount principles.

6. The arbitrariness objection

The third insight that the analysis of thresholds provides concerns the most common objection to threshold views: the arbitrariness objection. This objection says that no particular level on the continuum can be pointed out as the level of the threshold, and this is worth reflecting on here. Proponents of threshold views sometimes say that establishing a threshold non-arbitrarily is not much of a challenge, or that it is not necessary to have a clear answer to the arbitrariness objection. Yet the arbitrariness objection is so pervasive in discussions on threshold views in distributive justice that we cannot
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49I thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this objection.
50Shields, The Prospects for Sufficientarianism, p. 103.
51For example, see Shields, Reply to Critics, p. 219. Note, however, that Shields says that the arbitrariness need not be answered in the context in which it is raised against his view. Yet threshold views more generally cannot say this, as they may be developed in contexts where the level of the threshold cannot be established by sufficientarian reasons (see also §4).
consider the role thresholds play in such theories without considering their alleged arbitrariness. At the very least, proponents of threshold views must acknowledge that others reject thresholds on the basis of their supposed arbitrariness. Furthermore, the analysis of threshold views suggests novel directions in which threshold views can be developed that become apparent in light of the arbitrariness objection.

The most straightforward response to the arbitrariness objection is that sometimes we simply know how high the threshold should be. For instance, suppose that justice is concerned with being well nourished. If so, as long as Kris has enough food, it does not matter if she has just enough or much more than that. Kris may have reasons other than ‘being well nourished’ to want to have more food, but if that is the only justice-relevant reason, those other reasons do not constitute demands of justice. This answers the arbitrariness objection. Lacking sufficient food means that one does not meet the threshold, having enough food is enough to meet the threshold, and having more than that is more than enough to meet the threshold. Hence, the threshold should be set at the point where people have enough to be well nourished, and once they have enough there is no longer a justice-relevant reason to benefit them further in this regard. Sometimes, then, we can specify a threshold non-arbitrarily.

However, drawing on the analysis of thresholds set out earlier, we can give another response to the arbitrariness objection. That some thresholds are arbitrary may be beside the point. For instance, even if the exact level of the threshold is disputed, there can be an agreement on the fact that certain levels are in a specific range. Sometimes all a threshold view needs to do is to say for a specific level in which range it is. But surgical precision need not be necessary for this. When the Boxing Day tsunami hit Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand on 26 December 2004, for example, there was little doubt that many people were deprived of access to basic justice-relevant goods such as food, housing, and healthcare. Regarding any reasonable basic needs threshold, then, it was evident that many people were deprived of their basic needs. And there was no need for a very precise threshold to show this. In some cases, the fact that some people are below the threshold is beyond reasonable doubt even if there is reasonable disagreement about the exact level of the threshold.

The more general point here is that the arbitrariness objection reduces the plausibility of threshold views in distributive justice to whether they can set the level of the threshold. But it is crucial to appreciate the fact that talking about thresholds implies talking about ranges; and that, conversely, talking about ranges implies talking about thresholds. So as well as showing that thresholds need not be arbitrary, or that arbitrariness is not always a problem, we can also argue that we have good reasons to distinguish different ranges. If we have good reasons to distinguish ranges, then, by definition, we have good reasons to endorse thresholds.

Moreover, we do have good reasons to distinguish between different ranges. Such ranges can correspond with notions of deficiency and excess, and are broadly supported and appeal to widely shared intuitions about social policy in distributive issues. The notion of deficiency is particularly widespread, and it rests on the idea that some people have too little when they are below some adequate standard. Recall that, as White observes, the statements that people should not be allowed to starve in the streets or
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52 See, for example, Robert E. Goodin, Egalitarianism, Fetishistic and Otherwise, Ethics, 98.1 (1987), 44–49 (p. 49); Arneson, Perfectionism and Politics, p. 56; Casal, Why Sufficiency Is Not Enough, pp. 312–14; Dale Dorsey, Equality-Tempered Prioritarianism, Politics, Philosophy & Economics, 13.1 (2014), 45–61 (p. 50); Wolff and De-Shalit, Disadvantage, p. 92.
that they should not be denied access to a decent minimum level of healthcare are widespread political views. Many institutions of the welfare state aim to help people secure a level of basic goods such as food, access to healthcare and education, and housing. To the extent that such positions are defended by theories of distributive justice, those theories assume a commitment to different ranges, and, consequently, to thresholds.

7. Concluding remarks

Threshold views are theories of distributive justice which draw on thresholds to specify how distributable goods should be allocated. Such views are prominent in various areas of distributive justice, ranging from abstract distributive patterns such as sufficientarianism and limitarianism to applied issues in the contexts of healthcare, education, and climate ethics. I have distinguished between three elements of the concept of a threshold that such views deploy, which are as follows:

(i) the level of the threshold, which

a. determines the exact level of the threshold; and/or
b. positions specific levels in specific ranges; and

(ii) what constitutes the value of the threshold, which can be

a. intrinsic value; and/or
b. instrumental value; and

(iii) the allocative principles, which are

a. a headcount principle and/or a non-headcount principle; and
b. range principles; and
c. a priority rule.

Any complete specification of a threshold view in distributive justice must be defined in terms of these different elements. In this article I have not argued in favour of specific threshold views but have merely aimed to show what unites the more specific conceptualizations of such views. Furthermore, I have highlighted three ways in which this conceptual analysis benefits the current debate on threshold views in distributive justice. It shows the distributive implications of the shift that occurs once people reach the threshold; it shows that common objections to headcount principles must be reconsidered and that sufficientarians must endorse headcounting; and it shows how proponents of threshold views can deal with the arbitrariness objection.
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